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My Entry: The Expertise of Others

• Have you ever seen someone who could do things you couldn’t?


• And then when you asked them, “how did you do it?” and they’ll give you 
some incomprehensible answer


• “It just felt right.”


• “I knew what to do. <insert some made-up justification>” 


• Searching for answers to this puzzle led me to NDM



Software Engineering, HCMC



Software Engineering, HCMC

• Deliberate Practice?


• Code katas? Design patterns?


• Studying Techniques like:


• Interleaving?


• Spaced repetition?





Sources of Power, 1998
• I learnt:


• Expert intuition could be explained!


• That there are methods for extracting 
such intuitions from the heads of experts!


• That once you had such extracted pieces 
of knowledge, you could create training 
programs for others!


• Most importantly: that there was a 
subfield of psychology dedicated to the 
study of these questions, and that it had 
a horrible name.



Ok! I can study this!



But: Critical Decision Method is Hard

• Super hard, needs ~3 months of training (by existing practitioners), don’t 
bother, so sad.


• But somehow I never considered: what about Klein’s colleagues? 


• What about the other researchers who co-founded the NDM movement 
alongside Klein?



The Naturalistic Decision Making Podcast



The NDM Podcast was a Godsent

• I learnt that there were easier extraction/elicitation methods, developed for 
novices.


• Applied Cognitive Task Analysis, by Laura Militello, Rob Hutton


• I learnt that there were existing extracted models of expertise


• In sports (Peter Fadde), in team decision making (Eduardo Salas), in IED 
detection (Brian Moon, Jennifer Phillips)


• In business! (Which led me to interview Lia DiBello)



Accelerated Expertise

• Of course, it turns out that if you can extract 
tacit expertise, you can also accelerate it.


• (I should have realised this was possible; in 
Sources of Power Klein mentions, almost as 
a throwaway: “Perceptual cues can be 
defined. This expertise does not have to 
remain in the realm of the specialist or in the 
intuition of the nurse or paramedic who has 
seen similar cases. It should be possible to 
train ordinary citizens …”)



The Oxford Handbook of Expertise (2019)

• This is a portal


• Every chapter is a window into the work 
of some family of researchers


• It is an invitation to dig further



What has Learning NDM Meant To Me?

• It’s a bit of a relief, actually


• There are people asking very real, very useful, and very actionable 
questions about expertise and decision making.


• <Throw some shade about labs>


• I’ve only scratched the surface of the questions and sub-branches in the 
research.


• I can’t wait to learn more.


